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The present study follows and analyzes the elements that form the illiberal discourse in Romania in 2020 and its spread by political actors in the mainstream press. Data collection took place between March 15th 2020 and December 10th 2020 and was done through media monitoring. Qualitative research methods such as discourse analysis were used. Three major events structured both the data collection and the present analysis: the state of emergency declared as a result of the spread of the SARS-CoV-2 virus, responsible for the Covid-19 pandemic, in Romania (March 16th - May 15th), local (September) and parliamentary elections (December). Exceptional moments like these see an increase in political debates in society. The results of our research show that:

- During the state of emergency and the state of alert (monitoring March-August) the most common illiberal themes were: anti-Roma racism, intolerant speech against Romanian citizens working abroad or the “diaspora”, attacks on fundamental rights such as the freedom to expression and the right to information, and anti-justice discourses. Topics such as population control and militarism were also very popular, especially in the months of the state of emergency. The actors who most commonly spread these themes are politicians (representatives of all governing political parties), both from the local and the national level.

- During the local elections (the pre-campaign and the electoral campaign itself, July 20th - September 26th, 2020), the illiberal discourse instrumentalized the perceived - or the assumed - minority identity of candidates in order to discredit them. Predominant were anti-feminist, anti-LGBTQ and xenophobic sentiments, which sought to minimize and downplay violence against women, children and minorities, weaponizing it to serve political interests. Politicians have been the main vehicle for the spread of this type of discourse.

- The illiberal discourse during the parliamentary election campaign was dominated by nationalism with an emphasis on anti-Hungarian sentiment, religious discourse against anti-Covid-19 protection measures and attempts to restrict fundamental rights such as the right to information. Although less present in the mainstream press, the illiberal discourse during the parliamentary election campaign was very present on social media platforms, especially on Facebook and at rallies organized by the AUR party, where the most virulent illiberal topics were intensely promoted.

The rise of a far-right party in the Romanian Parliament shocked a part of the Romanian public. But the illiberal discourse promoted by organisations like AUR is not a novelty in the Romanian public space. The press plays the role of an amplifier for this speech, and often the simple quote, without a proper context, is enough to legitimize it in the eyes of the public. The responsibility of the press to present balanced messages remains and is even more vital now. Diversification of information sources and of newsrooms, media education, professionalization of the press and of politicians are essential to combat illiberal discourse in the future.
A new political party in Romania: The entry of a far-right party into the parliament dominated political analyses for days. The news that the Alliance for the Union of Romanians (AUR) obtained 9% of votes came as a shock. The mainstream Romanian press barely covered AUR as a political contender in the upcoming elections. Their representatives were not seen at debates, they did not give interviews during the campaign, nor did they present their governing programme in press releases. For most Romanians, AUR meant nothing. For the mainstream press, it did not represent a subject relevant enough to be discussed. However, more than 500,000 Romanians at home and abroad voted for them.

There are two major questions concerning this surprising outcome. Why were we not aware of AUR and why did we not consider it relevant? And why has a political organisation that promotes an ideology of hatred become so popular? While the first question may require a methodological approach other than the discourse analysis, the latter will be partially answered through this study. The context that allowed AUR a spot on the Romanian political scene is to be considered over a long span of time. However, its success in the year 2020 - not as a right-wing movement, but as a political party - has to be understood through the lens of the pandemic. In March 2020, once the state of emergency was instated, the Center for Independent Journalism (CIJ) started monitoring illiberal themes in public speech and the way in which it was propagated in the mainstream press. Social media platforms and pages that spread disinformation or conspiracies were monitored only punctually (for example, when a specific event was heavily addressed on specific pages).

This qualitative study follows the construction of illiberal speech in Romania during exceptional events: the Covid-19 pandemic, the local and parliamentary elections. Illiberal speech was defined for this study’s purpose by three main categories of elements: hate speech, speech that promotes social control and speech that attacks fundamental human rights, such as the right to freedom of expression or the right of access to information. The results of this study show that AUR’s ascension in Romania during a crisis year should not shock anyone. Nationalism and attacks on ethnic minorities have been a leitmotif in the repertoires of all the Romanian political leaders, starting with the President of Romania. Misogyny and attacks on the LGBTQ community are politically weaponized, especially during the elections, when being "gay" becomes an insult to which the reply is fervent denial. The need for order and discipline, of police intervention and punishments have been themes frequently invoked by the governing leaders in the past year and before. Fundamental rights were limited specifically through censorship or lack of access to information, but also by threatening the press or accusing it of spreading false information. As a consequence, the AUR ideology does not stand out in this discursive frame. Nationalism, neo-conservative values, intolerance to difference, social darwinism - on one hand, and order and discipline - on the other, these are all elements found within the discourse of all political parties. What sets AUR apart from other political actors, however, is the consensus regarding these values at an organizational level. While other parties have different ideological tendencies or different levels and nuances of adherence to these illiberal values, AUR seems to be, as of yet, a much more coherent ideological block.

AUR’s illiberal speech coexists in the public sphere alongside other instances of illiberal speech belonging to central political actors. The relationship of the press to this type of speech leads to its amplification, in most cases. Therefore, this present study will also analyze how the press handles illiberal speech - how it manages the need to inform in relation to not reproducing hatred and intolerance. Once this context is established, AUR’s ascension may still look like a surprise, but it stops being an accident.

Introduction
This study uses qualitative research methods, in order to answer the following questions:

- What are the elements of illiberal speech in Romania in 2020?
- Who are the actors who spread this type of speech in the public sphere?
- How does the mainstream Romanian press handle this speech? Which are the positive and negative practices noticed during the study?

The data collection lasted from March 15th 2020 to December 10th 2020. The events that have structured it were:

- The state of emergency (March 16th - May 15th) and the state of alert (May 16th - August 15th 2020) (224 incidents)
- The campaign and the local elections (August 28th - September 26th 2020) (79 incidents)
- The campaign and the parliamentary elections (November 6th - December 5th 2020) (91 incidents)

Alongside the media monitoring conducted by CIJ researchers, other monitoring projects were also used - journalists from Casa Jurnalistului monitored the public speech during the state of emergency2 and the local elections3, and G4Media kept track of the public speech on television during the parliamentary elections4.

The public speech was monitored throughout the year, with a specific focus on the exceptional periods, such as the state of emergency and the electoral campaigns. These are moments when the political communication is stimulated and the opportunity for intense dialogue arises in society.

Monitored actors:

- Public figures, representatives of state institutions, such as: the President, the Prime-Minister, ministers and other figures responsible with the management of the health crisis; leaders of political parties; leaders of the local administration; representatives of influential institutions like the Police, the Army or the Romanian Orthodox Church
- Opinion leaders, such as: journalists and intellectuals with a strong public presence
- Rarely: celebrities or athletes

Monitored press organizations:

- Sites of television networks with national coverage with the highest audience during the news shows: ProTV, Digi24, Antena 1, Antena3, România TV5
- National and local online press
- Specifically: social media pages of public figures, if they initiated an incident.

---

2 https://coronavirus.casajurnalistului.ro/
3 https://alegeri.casajurnalistului.ro/
4 https://www.g4media.ro/alegeri-parlamentare
5 We considered the audience numbers of news shows at the beginning of the data collection phase, starting March 2020: https://www.paginademedia.ro/2020/04/audiente-stiri-martie-2020/
Introduction, methodology

The qualitative research method used in this study allows the deconstruction of illiberal speech and its elements. After a pre-monitoring period where major themes were identified and after consulting specialty literature in the field, the following list of illiberal speech elements was established:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Isolationism</th>
<th>Racism and xenophobia</th>
<th>Classism</th>
<th>Gender and Sexuality</th>
<th>Authoritarianism/Statism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anti-EU sentiments</td>
<td>Religious intolerance, anti-Roma and anti-Hungarian sentiments</td>
<td>Anti-emigrant, anti-poor, anti-socially assisted sentiments</td>
<td>Misogyny, homophobic, transphobic, anti-LGBTQ, anti-abortion speech</td>
<td>Militarism, anti-justice speech, promotion of population control and punitive measures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The study has also monitored the type of speech that attacks the fundamental rights which guarantee the freedom of the press - the right to freedom of expression and the right to access to information.

For a functional definition of illiberalism, Paweł Surowiec’s & Václav Štětka’s proposal was considered. They define the illiberal discourse as a neo-conservative ideology focused on patriotism, religious values, traditional values, often containing ethnocentric, racist or homophobic tendencies. We have added authoritarianism and classism to these elements, because, more often than not, those who adhere to the illiberal values support a strong police state and a weak social state. According to a study from 2014, speech which instigates to hatred is a very important part of this type of speech, and in Romania, it targets Roma, Jews, Hungarians, the sexual minorities (LGBTQ), as well as religious groups. The study also shows that the sources of this speech are most frequently the journalists, politicians and opinion leaders, but public authorities, law enforcement institutions and far-right groups as well. Local political actors are more prone to use illiberal speech than those who operate at a national level.

---

Freedom and pluralism of the press. The financial sustainability of journalism in Romania is one of the issues signaled with priority and recurrence by most press observers in the country. The report “State of Romanian Mass-Media”, published by CJI in March 2020, names the major problems of the Romanian press, as defined by the interviewed journalists: “issues related to financial sustainability, the concentration of economic power in the hands of big players, political pressure and unacknowledged partisanship, both in the local and the national press.” The report adds: “The dilution of journalistic identity is one of the fundamental problems of Romanian media. Competing against social media platforms, the press chases online traffic with a never ending string of news articles, but with little focus on the public interest.” Regarding media pluralism, the latest Media Pluralism Monitor report identifies the lack of inclusivity found in the Romanian press as a high factor of risk. Access to media for minorities is very limited, only the Hungarian community has its own media system catered to its needs, however, it is politically seized by the Hungarian political leaders in Transylvania, and lately, also by the Hungarian government of Prime-Minister Viktor Orban. The Roma community, at least as numerous, does not have its own television, newspapers, online press or radio, being the community most exposed to scarcity, poverty, social and economic exclusion in Romania.

The financial situation of the press. The media industry found itself on an upward financial slope in 2019, with all types of media in steady growth, except for the print media, which had seen a decrease in revenue in 2019 compared to 2018. If before the health crisis growth predictions were expected, the state of emergency turned the media into one of the most vulnerable sectors. Media Factbook estimated a 16% decrease in the commercial media market, which would account for losses of approximately EUR 78 million, out of the total of EUR 480 million recorded by the industry in 2019.

Only a week after the state of emergency was declared, the Romanian Joint Industry Committee for Print and Internet (BRAT) estimated the online media’s ad revenue had dropped by 50% compared to the same period in 2019. Newspaper kiosk revenues fell to 10% of the previous year’s revenue, due to the traffic restrictions imposed by the state of emergency. Ironically, this happened while traffic doubled for online news, and the overall consumption of information published on sites increased by 54% since March 9th. To combat some of the economic effects of the crisis, the Romanian government had set up a financial aid package of EUR 50 million for the press. Some media organizations have refused to access these funds, arguing that this type of funding may raise questions concerning the credibility of the press, and could limit the independence of media organizations. Recorder, Newsweek România, G4Media, RFI are among the organizations that have publicly stated that they will not accept money from the government through this funding scheme.

It is important to note the context of the financial state of the press and of the media pluralism and freedom, even briefly, because it offers a structural understanding to the issue of illiberal speech and its spread in Romania.
The recording of the first cases of SARS-CoV-2 in Romania in February - March 2020 triggered a conversation in the public sphere about the causes and ways in which the virus entered and spread throughout the country. Although the virus was already taking hold in Europe, especially Italy, Spain and France, in Central and Eastern Europe the number of cases was significantly lower. During the first week under the state of emergency, Romania counted an average of 55 new infections per day. With the state of emergency going into effect on March 16, strict measures to control the population were imposed, such as limiting the right to free movement, the right to assembly and the institutionalisation (quarantining) of people who tested positive. Attempts have also been made to limit the dissemination of "false" information about the pandemic by blocking online pages and articles. Failure to comply with these measures would have serious financial consequences, such as fines of at least 2,000 lei (approximately EUR 400) in case of going out in public without an official signed statement (detailing the identity, address, reason for being in a public space and the exact route of the person), or with this document in possession, but incorrectly filled out. In the spring of 2020, Romania was locked down at home due to a pandemic caused by a virus of which little was known, and that was wreaking havoc in several countries around the world. Fear and insecurity were the background noise of the year.

The themes of the dominant discourses during the health crisis crystallized early on in the public sphere. The queues at the customs, the cases of non-compliance with the ban on free movement, the stinging fines, the illegal gatherings - these subjects were spread like a cobweb all over the news programmes and the written content. From the topics monitored by CIJ during the state of emergency and during the first three months of the state of alert, anti-Roma racism, hatred directed towards returning Romanian emigrants and statist discourse with a strong emphasis on population control were the prevalent topics found in the public speech. If anti-Roma and anti-emigrant speeches were vehiculated among a variety of actors at national and local levels - politicians, journalists, local authorities, sports personalities, etc., the statist speech was predictably delivered by state representatives and reproduced in the media with little resistance or context.

1. ANTI-ROMA RACISM

On March 9th 2020, one week before the state of emergency was declared, the “issue” of some of the first Covid-19 victims’ Roma ethnicity was already circulating in the public sphere. At that time, most European countries had been counting a significant number of Covid-19 infections, and Romania had also identified its first case in February. However, when in Timișoara - a city in Western Romania - the first case was discovered in a high school, the Roma ethnicity of the infected student was used as reasoning to “explain” the disease. The county school inspector recorded a conversation with the prefect of Timiș, who refused at the time to consider measures to contain the spread of the virus, linking the occurrence of the case to the Roma ethnicity of the infected student.

The structural prejudices of Romanian institutions came - yet again - to light during the pandemic, and determined the course of the crisis response.

An IRES study on how Roma are perceived during the pandemic shows that 52% of the surveyed population read or heard news about Roma during the state of emergency, 83% of them received this information from television, and 7% from social media platforms. The proportion of negative news about Roma was almost double that of positive news: 41% negative news versus 28% positive news. 28% of the respondents categorized the news as neutral. Although the Romanian public is still connected to television, social media platforms are becoming very present as a source of information, and not only among the youth. The same study shows that online media articles dealing with topics involving Roma have a higher rate of comments than articles on other topics, and they are 80% negative. Also, with the onset of the state of emergency, articles in the online environment that mention Roma saw an increase of 36%.
1.1 Ethnicity - the source and the antidote to the virus

While the Roma ethnicity was seen, at first, as a possible cause of infection with the new coronavirus, in other instances it became the protective shield against the virus. If the Roma get infected, it is because they are Roma, not because they are exposed to the virus, and if they do not get infected, it is because the “gypsy antibodies” protect them. An article published on March 20th, 2020 by Evenimentul Zilei, titled “Gypsy antibodies defeated the Eurovirus” in the neighborhood “La Capace” in Jilava best illustrates this topic. It suggests, with an ironic tone, that Roma people are immune to the new virus. The only interaction with a local, reported by the publication, shows that the villagers understand that they must keep social distance and protect themselves: “We protect ourselves for our health. It is normal to be scared, to protect our children and grandchildren from this disease.” This aspect is not further commented on, the article presenting instead, in detail, the precarious living conditions of the villagers, emphasizing the fact that they steal electricity and live on lands that they do not legally own. The comparison to the Wild West - Jilava is a locality in the immediate vicinity of Bucharest, the Romanian capital - calls upon the classic racist anti-Roma theme: savagery, associated with criminality, witchcraft, Roma bodies either protect them from the virus or make them the main spreaders. In both cases, the result is the total negligence of the authorities.

1.2 The fear of Roma people and the police raids

Cases of police interventions against Roma communities from different parts of the country: the Bolintin-Vale case, police raids in Cluj, in Bucharest in the Rahova neighborhood, din București, in Babadag were widely covered in the Romanian press, both in the traditional one and on the social media platforms. The scenario of these news materials follows a similar narrative: a group of Roma people, from a neighborhood or a locality where the Roma are the majority, do not respect the measures imposed during the state of emergency. Most of the time it is related to a party or a social event. Meetings were forbidden during the state of emergency, resulting in the violation of law by those who organized or participated in these meetings. Police raids on these events were overwhelmingly characterized by violence: physical aggression against those who did not comply with the measures - the Rahova and Bolintin-Vale cases were among the most covered; acts of violence against the police; arrests; zonal quarantining.

---

https://gazetadecluj.ro/revolta-romilor-de-la-spitalul-de-boli-infectioase-din-cluj-napoca-inabusita-de-pulanul-jandarmilor/
Most of the time, the high volume of force is justified in the press by the use of alarming terms: revolt, war, scandal on the one hand - police batons, gunfire, hundreds of policemen and gendarmes, on the other.

"War scenes ensued in the Rahova neighborhood, where hundreds of policemen and gendarmes intervened to calm the spirits."²⁴

"Roma revolt at the Infectious Diseases Hospital in Cluj Napoca, suppressed by the gendarmes’ baton"²⁵

The social conflict between the Roma and law enforcement is implicit. Rarely does the content of the news include the perspective of the groups targeted in the police raids, statements or interviews are taken with the representatives of state institutions, and the images presented often include law enforcement in intimidating poses, similar to an occupation force.

The same study published by IRES shows that only 19% of respondents believe that the force used against the Roma is exaggerated, the rest claiming that it is appropriate or too weak. 80% of respondents believe that the Roma people have complied with the restrictions less than other ethnic groups.

The anti-Roma discourse was initiated in the media either by the violent incidents described above, or it was promoted by political figures such as former President Traian Băsescu, Traian Berbeceanu, Chief of Staff to Minister Vela²⁷, and former mayor of Târgu Mureș, Dorin Florea.

Voices condemning the violence against Roma were often the representatives of the Roma community such as Roman CRISS²⁸ and the Civic Union of Roma Youth, Emil Neia Lăcătuș, president of the Roma Party²⁹, representatives of the National Council for Combating Discrimination, such as the president of the institution, Asztalos Csaba³⁰, and voices from the activist and academic circles.

²⁵ https://gazetadecluj.ro/revolta-romilor-de-la-spitalul-de-boli-infectioase-din-cluj-napoca-inabusita-de-pulanul-jandarmilor/
²⁸ https://www.agerpres.ro/comunicate/2020/04/24/comunicat-de-presa-romani-crisss--492595
2. THE ANTI-EMIGRANT SENTIMENT

A local publication from Prahova County, The Prahovean Observatory (Observatorul Prahovean), summarizes - in one of the most violent articles collected during this research - one of the symbolic themes of the state of emergency in Romania: the migrant who has not contributed to the public health system for years, and is, after years of illegal activities in the West, returning to take advantage of the services provided by the Romanian state:

You parasitic slackers (putori), you didn’t pay taxes once, yet now, you come back to steal from us and kill us! How much longer should we put up with your rudeness, quarantine, hospitalization, whims and graces? 32

Illiberal discourse often contains xenophobic themes against migrants, foreigners, invaders who want to take advantage of, destroy or annihilate the local population. The best-known European political figures promoting these topics are the Hungarian Prime-Minister Viktor Orbán, the President of the French National Front, Marine le Pen, or the UKIP leader, Nigel Farage. The anti-migrant discourse is usually directed against a population of different nationality than that of the inland majority. In Romania, exceptionally, these themes are used against people who are part of the autochthonous population. The “invaders” are those Romanians who did not remain abroad once the health crisis broke out, in countries such as Italy, Spain and France, where most Romanian emigrants work. Once holding a status of heroes, who sacrificed themselves for the good of the country, considered civilizing forces, the Romanian emigrants became “parasitic slackers” who “came to kill us”.

The belief that the Romanians who returned are the main spreaders of the virus was widespread in Romania. According to IRES, 32% of Romanians believe that the diaspora is at fault for the spread of the virus, 19% believe that immigrants are at blame and 9% believe that the Roma are responsible.

Who do you believe to be most at fault for the spread of the new coronavirus in Romania?

The hypothesis of Roma people being at fault for the spread of COVID-19 is confirmed by 1 in 10 Romanians. Roma people are the 3rd most responsible group perceived at fault for the spread of the virus, while the diaspora is considered the main factor.

**Source:** IRES study, funded by the Together Agency Foundation 33

31 It is a term used in Romanian to describe in a derogatory manner “lazy” people who refuse work
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The press describes the congestion at the entry points in the country in sensationalist terms such as "the inferno at the Nădlac Customs"[^34], "the danger is at the country's borders"[^35], "the assault of the diaspora on the borders"[^36].

Doctor from the Nădlac customs: *Those who can no longer get away with theft and prostitution have come back.*[^37]

The mechanism by which this theme is propagated is that of overwhelming numbers: over 200,000 Romanians will enter or have entered the country, over 57,000 Romanians come from Italy. The images associated to this news suggest the same idea: overwhelming numbers, disorder, onrush, invasion:

**SOURCE:** DIGI24[^38]

This issue of painting the emigrants as responsible for the spread of the virus was triggered by transit blockages at the customs in the west of the country, but also by the statements made by President Iohannis asking Romanian emigrants to remain in the countries where they work, without considering that returning to Romania was, for most of them, a necessity, not a choice.[^39]

The Minister of Internal Affairs, Marcel Vela, “invited” them to the Covid-19 isolation centers with an ironic and disrespectful tone. Representatives of the PSD[^40] (Social Democrat Party), UDMR[^41] (The Democratic Union of Hungarians in Romanian) și PMP[^42] (People’s Movement Party) political parties also launched public attacks on Romanian workers who worked and lived abroad and were now returning to the country. Practically, the entire political spectrum in Romania had representatives with aggressive public outbursts against emigrants, without getting sanctioned in any way by their leaders or colleagues. The consequences of these attacks would be seen in the impressive election results of a new political party that promoted, in opposition and underground, the pride of being Romanian.

Anti-emigrant discourse is often interlocked with elements of anti-Roma racism and classism. For a more coherent analysis of illiberal discourse, we have created individual categories or units, such as anti-Roma racism or anti-emigrant discourse, but the reality is that these elements often merge in journalistic texts.

[^34]: https://www.digi24.ro/stiri/actualitate/video-infernul-de-la-vama-nadlac-ce-se-intampla-acum-la-24-de-ore-dupa-o-situatie-cu-mare-risc-epidemiologic-1308523
[^36]: https://adevarul.ro/news/eveniment/de-s-a-oprit-asaltul-diaspora-granite-1_5e8c9d2a5163ec4271825b03/index.html
Another topic that marked the public discussions in Romania was the compliance to the virus prevention measures and the involvement of the Ministry of Internal Affairs (MIA) in the management of the health crisis. Once the state of emergency was instated, a series of penalties were imposed for those who did not comply with these measures. The free movement of the population was severely restricted, and access to public space was allowed only with a statement of personal accountability containing the exact route of the person and the reason for travel - and the latter was regulated by law and narrowed to a number of strictly defined circumstances. The fines for non-compliance with this measure started from 2,000 lei (approximately EUR 400), a restrictive amount even for a middle-class citizen in Romania. Once the Ministry of Internal Affairs became the main coordinator in the health crisis management, and the Strategic Communication Group one of the main communicators in relation to the press and the population, the crisis seemed less a sanitary one and more a crisis of public order.

“Cluj-Napoca will be monitored by drones. People will be checked for compliance to isolation.”

“10,000 soldiers took to the streets. The reason why they are equipped in battle attire”

VIDEO “The army sent out soldiers and military vehicles on the streets of Bucharest. The center of the capital, packed with police, gendarmerie and military.”
The image presented by most news programs was that of a country under siege, where the danger of an attack on the physical integrity of the citizen was imminent. The press has rarely challenged the decision which enabled the military to manage the health crisis and enact control over an airborne virus.

Through the voices of President Iohannis, Prime Minister Ludovic Orban and Interior Minister Vela, calls for compliance were omnipresent. The number of policemen on the streets, the number of fines and the countless cases of violation of restrictions had become the daily topics in the news. Calls for compliance are not authoritative in themselves, but when they are coupled with punitive measures and “threats”, they create the image of a state that controls only through punishment, or using fear as motivation. This image that was painting the law enforcement as a necessary manager of the health crisis was seriously affected once the Ombudsman contested the state’s punitive measures in the Romanian Constitutional Court (CCR), and fines that were too high - and lacked transparent enforcement procedures - were declared unconstitutional. Forced quarantining of infected people and the state of alert which succeeded the state of emergency were also declared unconstitutional. Following these decisions, Prime Minister Ludovic Orban (then the leader of PNL - National Liberal Party) launched a series of attacks on the Ombudsman, calling the institution “the enemy of the people”, demanding the dismissal of Renate Weber, accusing the Constitutional Court of thwarting the fight against the pandemic and claiming that these institutions are subservient to the Social Democratic Party.

---

Promoting anti-justice discourse alongside pro-order discourse is a dangerous combination, because it legitimizes the state’s strong arm to the detriment of the one overseeing precisely the potential abuse of power. Once the health crisis had been defined as a crisis of public order and the number of infections had increased, whom do we hold accountable? The intuitive answer is: those who do not respect the public order. And if we take into account the number of fines applied during the state of emergency, it comes easy to conclude that the enemy is the country’s population itself.

---

The government has adopted the law project on quarantine, isolation and compulsory hospitalization. Orban: “It is an unprecedented situation, CCR is a PSD branch.”

---

51 https://www.libertatea.ro/stiri/proiectul-de-lege-privind-carantina-in-sedinta-de-guvern-3056637
4. FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION AND ACCESS TO INFORMATION

A number of restrictive measures against the press have to be mentioned, although they are not per se part of the discourse analysis during the state of emergency.

4.1. The right to expression

The state of emergency was initially introduced in Romania by Presidential Decree no.195, for 30 days, on March 16th, 2020, and was renewed on April 14th for another 30 days. The text of the presidential decree restricted fundamental rights, such as the right to free movement, the right to strike, the right to family and private life. The decree contained some directives which would have concerning effects on the freedom of expression. Paragraph 54 of the presidential decree mentioned the possibility of blocking the content of online publications or blocking users' access to them, if it was deemed that “the content promotes false news about the evolution of COVID-19 and about the protection and prevention measures.” Initially a public institution with technical tasks and without any expertise in fundamental rights, the National Authority for Administration and Regulation in Communications (ANCOM) was tasked with deciding what content was considered harmful and would have to be blocked as a consequence. Subsequently, the responsibility of the decision-making was transferred to the Strategic Communication Group (GCS), yet again another institution without expertise in matters that pertain to freedom of expression. Moreover, the expertise of GCS members was and still is not known, as the identities of the group have not been made public, despite specific FoI requests made by the CJ and other civil society and media organizations. During the state of emergency, 15 websites were suspended and two others were forced to delete published articles from their platforms. The suspension ceased immediately after the state of emergency was lifted.

Attacks on the freedom of expression also came from the Police. Two cases of such violations were reported in Florești, Cluj-Napoca County. Iulia Ungureanu from Florești, a student in Cluj-Napoca, was fined for criticizing the way the mayor managed the health crisis, and a man was beaten after displaying an anti-police banner on the balcony of his house. The local press reported other cases in which Facebook users were fined under Law 61/1991 for insults directed at the Police. Thus, in Borșa, Șișești (Maramureș) and Hârlău (Iași) three people got fined after criticizing the Police for the way they managed the enforcement of restrictions imposed by the state of emergency, in all cases insulting language was directed at the institution. The local press in Satu Mare informed that seven people were fined based on the same law for insults brought to the institution, although it does not specify the insults.

4.2. The right to information

A direct attack on the right to information was the doubling of the response time of public institutions to requests for public information, from 10 to 20 days in the case of simple requests, from 30 to 60 days in the case of complex requests, and from 24 to 48 hours in case of requests from the press. In practice, the activity of information provision was de facto suspended. In two cases documented by the press, the County Health Directorates - DSP Cluj and DSP Botoșani - refused to respond to requests for information during the crisis. An order to the prefects from the Ministry of Internal Affairs dated March 21st 2020 forbade the publication of local information regarding the number of applied COVID tests, the number of people who tested positive, the state of health of hospitalized patients and the locations where quarantine centers would be set up. Other institutions - including the Ministry of Internal Affairs - have simply ignored requests for information.

There were also reports of threats to medical staff who had contact with the press and provided information about the health crisis management, such as the manager of the Infectious Diseases Hospital in Iași who got fired55, or the case of a union leader of the Timiș Police, who was put under disciplinary investigation and then placed in reserve when he spoke publicly about the practices of encouraging policemen to give as many fines as possible56. Subsequently, following the public reactions of disapproval to this decision, the policeman was reinstated in his job.

55 https://www.libertatea.ro/stiri/mihnea-hurmuzache-destituit-sef-de-sectie-carmen-dorobat-3054402
Originally scheduled for June 28th, 2020, the elections for local administration in Romania were postponed due to the pandemic and held on September 27th, a date established by law no. 135/2020\(^{57}\). The elections took place in an extremely difficult political context, both in terms of the health crisis and because of political tensions between a minority government and the parliamentary majority\(^{58}\).

The organization of the elections had been challenged by various politicians. The first voice that reacted and pleaded for the postponement of the local elections belonged to Ionuț Moșteanu, USR vice-president and spokesman of the USR-PLUS Alliance (centre-right), who called the organization of the elections an “irresponsibility” and asked President Iohannis to consult with the parties\(^{59}\). A few days later, the USR-PLUS Alliance sent a press release in which it drew attention to the fact that the organization of local elections in the given pandemic conditions could influence the participation of citizens, and this would alter the democratic process as a consequence\(^{60}\). The leader of ProRomânia (centre-left), Victor Ponta, claimed that it would be necessary to postpone the local elections because the people involved in their organization would be exposed to a high risk of infection\(^{61}\). In early September, voices of PSD (centre-left) leaders, such as Marcel Ciolacu, said that local elections should be postponed for the same reasons that had to do with the danger to the population during the pandemic and accused the government of “double standards” - if schools will not be reopened, why would the elections be organized?\(^{62}\) Rareș Bogdan, the vice-president of PNL (centre-right), was among the only voices in PNL who requested the postponement of the local elections, also for reasons related to public health\(^{63}\).

In Romania, local public authorities are elected by direct vote, based on a single ballot, for a term of 4 years.

Despite the warnings, the turnout on September 27th at the elections did not decrease significantly: 46.62% of eligible citizens voted, only 2 points less than in the 2016 local elections. Although Bucharest had the lowest voter turnout in the country, 36.92%, it was still 4 points higher than in 2016\(^{64}\). The Bucharest City Hall was won by the independent candidate Nicușor Dan, supported by the main right-wing parties (PNL and USR-PLUS Alliance), with 42.81% of the cast ballots.\(^{65}\) At national level, PNL scored a percentage of 34.58% on local Town Halls, PSD - 30.34%, and USR-PLUS - 6.58%.

**Illiberal discourse in local elections**

In the pre-campaign period, as well as during the election campaign itself (July 20th - September 26th, 2020\(^{66}\)), the illiberal discourse aimed specifically to instrumentalize the perceived - or otherwise affirmed - minoritarian or underrepresented identity in order to discredit candidates. Predominant were anti-feminist, anti-LGBTQ and xenophobic discourses, which sought to minimize and downplay the violence against women, children and minorities, weaponizing it to serve political interests. Politicians were the main vehicle of this type of speech, as well as its source, and the press played an important role in saturating the public sphere with illiberal messages, by simply quoting politicians’ statements, without context or critical framing.

\(^{57}\) http://legislatie.just.ro/Public/DetailDocument/127889
\(^{66}\) The articles were collected during July-September 2020.
Local elections and the rebirth of traditional values

1. RACISM AND XENOPHOBIA

Anti-Roma racism also made its reappearance, this time in the electoral discourse. If at the beginning of the pandemic the Roma were the ones who spread the virus, during the local elections we return to the already established racist rhetoric among Romanian politicians, through which the Roma community “sells itself for votes”, “does not work” and must be “cleaned” from Romanian territory. Roma people are reduced to stereotypes, and the “danger” they represent for Romania is instrumentalized to win votes.

During an electoral year, in pre-campaign period, the Iași City Hall demanded the evacuation of a Roma family from the house they occupied under the legal basis of a disability certificate, because “the neighbors get no peace” and “their children are terrorizing them”*. There have been several complaints of public disorder against the family. The author of the article, who uses racist terms such as “gypsies”, informs us that the incumbent mayor, Mihai Chișcă, ordered the demolition of several buildings with seismic risk since 2017, buildings occupied by “gypsy families that caused disturbance in the area”, reason for which the area was declared a risk, “due to criminal activity”. Moreover, the same journalist writes about a multifunctional center for “gypsy families” waiting to be built by the Iași City Hall. There is, therefore, a recurring theme in the behavior of the mayor’s office under the leadership of Mihai Chișcă, reactivated before the elections: “cleaning” neighborhoods of Roma families, and even veiled facilitation of segregation of the Roma community in Iași - a form of institutionalized racism, which, especially during a pandemic, endangers the lives of these Romanian citizens.

On August 18th, the online newspaper Bugetul.ro** writes that, in a recording published online, Nicolae Giugea, the PNL candidate for Craiova City Hall, “promises social aid from public funds (...) to Roma who complain that they do not have a pension due to the fact that they did not work”. The Roma are then blamed for this approach; and reduced to the stereotype of the lazy person who refused work, the one who does not deserve social assistance, the one who is burdening the state, although the state does not offer the Roma community real chances at social and economic inclusion. Not only does the article ignore the socio-economic implications of the situation presented through anti-social security discourse, a classist discourse in itself, but it is also an example for the intentional (re)production and propagation of racist language (“gypsies”). The journalist from Bugetul.ro retrieves the article from stiripesurse.ro***, where the text does not contain racist terms such as “gypsies”, but in his article this racist term finds a place in the sensationalist title and in the racist text.

An illustrative episode of the high degree of toxicity and injustice that hate speech brings, especially the anti-Roma one, is the use of negative associations of the Roma ethnicity with the purpose of intimidating and discrediting political candidates. The USR-PLUS candidate for Slatina City Hall, Florin Duca, is questioned by Daniel Militaru, the president of PLUS Olt****, about his alleged name change, writes Libertatea.*** Militaru insinuated that Duca would have changed his name in 1997 from Fieraru to Duca. The discussion between the two brings up the topic of Roma ethnicity, Militaru asking Duca if he is “of ethnicity”, a euphemism frequently used, often ironically, to designate the Roma ethnicity. However, their dialogue crafts the association of the Roma ethnic group with “criminals, sweepers, etc.”, as if the Roma people were not worthy of actively participating in politics. Militaru claims that in 2014, a person named Fieraru Florin from Slatina was convicted of tax evasion and believes that Duca Florin is that person. The PLUS Ethics Commission ruled that Militaru’s insinuation of Duca was discriminatory and that Militaru was to be suspended from office. Even if such racist displays are denounced and charged consequently among the political elites, the Roma ethnicity is still abstracticized and reduced to a political campaign tool.


Within the USR-PLUS Alliance, the two otherwise distinct parties - USR and PLUS - had decided through various internal procedures whose candidate runs for which office, as a representative of the alliance. The episode mentioned here happens during an internal online meeting of the PLUS Olt council with PLUS party members on May 26th 2020, 2 months prior to the pre-campaign period.

On election day, the incumbent mayor of Șeica Mare, Sibiu, is filmed explaining to a group of Roma people how to vote for him, how to stamp the ballot. The mayor was fined. The press reports this incident in a simplistic way, blaming the Roma and ignoring the reality of the high degree of illiteracy among Romanian citizens of Roma ethnicity due to unequal access to education, a fact speculated by politicians in their own interest.

The anti-Roma racist discourse disregards, dehumanizes and uses Roma people to serve the purposes of the political class. It creates a rhetoric that normalizes discrimination against Roma and legitimizes aggression as a way to maintain the social order. In an article by Libertatea we find out about the ethnic tensions in Borca, Neamț County, where the Romanian ethnicities threaten the Roma community with expulsion or arson, as revenge for the deed committed by four young Roma who beat up a young Romanian and stole his phone. We find out that a protest was organized three days before the local elections, where both the candidates for the local administration from AUR (far-right) and ProRomânia (centre-left), as well as the incumbent mayor, the teacher and other locals expressed their opinions against the Roma. We also find out about the practiced speech on social media platforms - aggressive, dehumanizing the Roma people - "rats", instigating the mobilization of the Romanian ethnicities in order to take matters into their own hands to enact justice where they consider that the authorities had failed. Because it presents the context of the ethnic tensions in Borca, the role of the local elites in instigating conflict and racial hatred, the structural conditions that allow the reproduction of this discourse, and the role of social media platforms in its propagation, the article published in Libertatea is an example of good practices in reporting about racism in the press.

“Honestly, I would take 20 liters of gasoline and set them on fire like rats! God forgive me! Then I would personally call the police!”

“Without witnesses, a few broken legs and hands, you’ll see how they calm down or provoke us so hard that we’ll set them on fire.”

“Borca had worthy men, gentlemen and fathers, do not let fear enter your children, if there is no mayor and police, use classic methods. That works.”

This discourse is constantly present in the public sphere and is responsible for igniting social conflicts by intensifying the anti-Roma statements and attitudes displayed purposefully by politicians and reproduced by the press without employing a critical framework on these incidents. 

---

https://www.libertatea.ro/stiri/metoda-bolintin-romanii-grup-facebook-propun-expulsarea-si-incendierea-comunii-din-neamt-3148106?fbclid=IwAR0tBZKItiXh3NsF68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F68uK3j85F6
2. GENDER AND SEXUALITY

When we talk about illiberal discourse, we cannot ignore the dimensions of gender and sexuality. With a perspective that engages strong religious beliefs, during the local elections we find some elements that operate at a societal discursive level in the spirit of gender minority exclusion, in the spirit of trivializing rape and pedophilia and violating women's sexual autonomy. In this space, the spreaders of the illiberal discourse seek to depreciate the quality of the woman as a political candidate and use gender identity that does not fall within cis/heteronormativity as a political weapon.

2.1. The trivialization of sexual violence

Bogdan Davidescu, former PSD mayor in the commune of Șotrile, Prahova, ran again for mayor in 2020, although he had been definitively convicted of “child pornography” 77. He was reelected 78. PNL Mayor Damian Butnariu from the Mogoșești-Siret commune, Iași, ran again for mayor after revelations about his involvement in a human trafficking case opened 13 years ago, where he was accused of having paid to “have sex” with trafficked underaged girls 79. He was also reelected 80. How does the political class handle the sexual violence committed by its members? Davidescu and Butnariu are excluded from the political parties they were part of prior to the discovery of the acts they had committed. The political parties openly distance themselves from the behavior of their morally incompatible candidates, but do not enlist candidates in the run for the respective communes 81, offering de facto free rein to former members for a new term. Moreover, the campaign materials of the now independent candidates used the same graphics as those of the parties they were members of 82, clearly suggesting closeness to the parties in question, PSD and PNL 83.

There are also numerous articles in the press that document rape cases but do not make a clear distinction between consensual intercourse and rape, using expressions that romanticize rape, or normalize it. Libertatea writes, for example, that Butnariu “made love to underaged girls” 84. The language used in the article describes an alternative reality, in which raping a kidnapped and trafficked underaged girl is just another way in which two people can engage in sexual intercourse. Similar to the situation in Șotrile 85, in Mogoșești-Siret, the villagers do not consider that Butnariu would be unworthy for a new candidacy, nor that he had committed inadmissible acts, but they do hold the trafficked girls at fault for what happened 86. And this apologetic speech, which is quick to rather blame the victim than the rapist, contributes to maintaining gender inequality, making women vulnerable in the Romanian space.

SOURCE: campinan.tv.ro

81 https://www.campinan.tv/News/Article/64927bfa-d32a-44be-a647-0f7799a8e793_bogdan-davidescu-condamnat-pentru-pornografie-infantila-candideaza-pentru-un-nou-mandat-de-primar-la-sotrile
85 https://www.vice.com/ro/article/k7qv4z/primarul-condamnat-pentru-pornografie-infantila-din-sotrile
2.2. Women candidates and sexist terms

Nicușor Dan, an independent candidate for Bucharest City Hall, makes the following statement at the moment of presenting a favorable opinion poll on the vote intention, while his main opponent, Gabriela Firea (PSD) was 2.5 points behind him:

“The fight for values, in which I want my little girl to not be told that a tramp (panaramă) is some big star, yes? And, unfortunately, we are tying. Every society has its tramps⁶⁶, (panaramă), but in a normal society they live somewhere in the outskirts of the city.”

These statements come in the context in which Nicușor Dan claims that the fight for the Bucharest City Hall would be between “the propaganda apparatus that claims that Bucharest has never done better”, referring to what the authorities declare under Firea’s leadership, and people who believe in certain values through which they must regain their dignity and “resistance […] to rudeness, to superficiality, to imposture.”⁶⁷

Accused of sexism by the civil society⁶⁸, he claims after the backlash that he uses the term “panaramă” with the meaning of “ridiculous person seeking scandal”⁶⁹, and not in the deeply demeaning and misogynistic sense—a woman of loose morals⁷⁰. Regardless of the meaning that Dan attributes to the word “panaramă”, his statements have exclusionary tendencies, an attitude which is, in fact, illiberal.

Gabriela Firea, the incumbent mayor at the time and Dan’s main opponent, uses the feminist trend that denounces his sexism and declares:

“I tried to make their lives (women’s) as easy as possible. They’re struggling! They’re not panarame, as one candidate says. They’re mothers, grandmothers, daughters, wives, friends, girlfriends. Like me.”

SOURCE: EFOR

---

⁶⁶ According to the Explanatory Dictionary of the Romanian Language (DEX), the term “panaramă” is defined as: 1. a ridiculous person, who seeks scandal in an aberrant manner; 2. scandal, ruckus; 3. a woman of loose morals. [https://dexonline.ro/intrare/panaram%C4%83/309396](https://dexonline.ro/intrare/panaram%C4%83/309396) Most online Romanian-English dictionaries translate “panaramă” to sexist, pejorative terms such as: skank, tramp, whore, floozy.


⁶⁸ [https://www.facebook.com/Feminism.Romania/posts/3387421981325338](https://www.facebook.com/Feminism.Romania/posts/3387421981325338)

⁶⁹ One of the definitions found in the DEX verbatim.

⁷⁰ The term is rather used in this sense by the majority of Romanian speakers, and thus, most associations to this term pertain to sexism - which is signaled and condemned by the civil society.
This message feeds and settles a conservative understanding of women, where women are strictly defined by their relationship to a man or to their family, thus reiterating the position of women (understood traditionally - as female sex and gender) in the patriarchal order, excluding Dan’s “tramp” from the political society. However, both messages are, in fact, misogynistic. The difference between the two messages is that Nicușor Dan excludes “the tramp” from the political life and the community, whereas Firea constrains “the tramps” to the private space. And if we look at the fact that only 22.9% of candidates for local elections were women, as it was also reported by the press, the misogynistic discourse practiced by politicians is a strong factor of the inaccessibility of female candidates to the political scene for gender minorities.

If the national press signals and condemns the misogynistic displays of politicians, in the local one they go unnoticed or are amplified. For example, in Bistrița-Năsăud, journalists join the sexist cascade meant to question the eligibility of candidates and reduce them to already recurring stereotypes - either “they succeeded in life due to influential men”, or they are “a little hysterical”. In any case, women are not the candidates Romania needs, but, best case scenario - the secretaries who hinder the smooth running of the administrative structures, according to the sexist campaign video of the ProRomânia candidate for Sibiu City Hall, Sorin Claudiu Susanu. In that video, Susanu is shown walking confidently towards what appears to be the city hall building, surrounded by three male bodyguards. They enter a room where we are shown two women in the role of secretaries, who seem much more concerned with makeup than the work they are supposed to be doing, but they immediately change their attitude as soon as Susanu announces to them imposingly that “starting today, things are changing.”

2.3. Reproductive control

The ability of women and minorities to hold public office is not the only issue constantly questioned in illiberal discourse. By its deeply religious-conservative nature, illiberal discourse seeks to legitimize the restriction of fundamental rights, such as the right to abortion. PressOne, an online news portal based in Cluj-Napoca, Transylvania, writes about a woman who died as a result of a botched abortion procedure in Băicoi, Prahova county. PressOne asks the Ministry of Health for a point of view about the incident, and the spokesperson of the Ministry of Health, Oana Grigore, states that “the Ministry of Health encourages birth” and “is not responsible for an act of personal will”, and says about doctors that it is at their discretion if they accept to perform such a practice, it is not an obligation. The attitude of the Ministry of Health is irresponsible given that, currently, women’s reproductive rights are restricted in Romania, with 72% of state hospitals not performing abortion on request. In addition, the anti-abortion discourse is intensifying in Eastern Europe (see Poland), and Romania is facing hampered access to sex education, accentuated by the decision of the Romanian Constitutional Court, which considered that the law that replaces “sex education” with “sanitary education” constitutional.
2.4. The LGBTQ community - the secret weapon

On an intersectional note, we must mention the first Roma transgender woman candidate in the history of Romania, Antonella Lerca Duda, who set out to run for a seat in the Local Council of Sector 2, Bucharest. She did not succeed in gathering the necessary signatures to register in the electoral race, but her mere presence in the political space was a first step for a more inclusive political representation. For the most part, the press respected Antonella Lerca’s gender identity, but there were also exceptions.

In an increasingly weak secular political climate, anti-LGBTQ sentiments have been aggressively reactivated. A new citizens’ initiative to redefine the Constitution was formulated, where the family would be defined as marriage between a man and a woman, two years after the similar “referendum for the family”, which had failed. In addition, the Senate adopted a bill in summer 2020 which aimed to ban discussions on “gender ideology” in spaces dedicated to education. While the European Council warns that the lack of a legal framework recognizing same-sex marriages in Romania is an act of discrimination, Cozmin Gușă (PSD) asks Nicușor Dan, the independent candidate for the City Hall of Bucharest supported by PNL and USR-PLUS, to reveal if he is gay and claims that he would not vote for a gay person, because they would be “self-conscious” and thus become hostile towards the heterosexual majority. Libertatea is among the newspapers that covered this incident in an appropriate manner, showing the discriminatory dimension of Gușă’s statements. However, this incident is not the only time when, during the campaign for local elections, sexuality and gender identity were exploited in order to discredit a candidate. A video distributed on the internet shows several people wearing T-shirts with the USR-PLUS logo, identified by USR-PLUS to be “PSD volunteers disguised as sexual minorities”.

These statements are as problematic as the caricaturization of a minority community for political purposes. The alleged act of PSD reduces the LGBTQ community to a costume and dehumanizes it. The USR-PLUS statements only confirm within the public sphere that association with this community is not desired - a deeply homophobic and transphobic attitude, which encourages the normalization of the exclusion of the LGBTQ community from political life. Libertatea steps in with an opinion piece, questioning the hypocritical attitude of USR-PLUS and explaining why we cannot “disguise” ourselves as sexual minorities.

SOURCE: Libertatea
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The parliamentary elections of 6 December 2020 were not hinting at any major surprises. The health crisis and its management dominated public discourse. With few exceptions, public debates were absent, the election campaign took place on television, and traditional public gatherings, celebrations and events were banned. The political scene seemed to be split between the ruling coalition, dominated by the National Liberal Party (PNL) supported, sometimes hesitantly, by the USR-PLUS Alliance - on the one hand, and the Social Democratic Party on the other. Small parties such as the Democratic Union of Hungarians in Romania (UDMR), the People’s Movement Party (PMP) and the PRO România Party only made episodic appearances in the public space. Parties such as the Alliance for the Union of Romanians (AUR) were practically non-existent in the mainstream public space, although they were very present on social media platforms and in communities with an affinity for conservative values.

For a perspective on the financial efforts made by the parties during the campaign, the Permanent Electoral Agency (AEP) reports the amounts spent, estimated at approximately 166 million lei (EUR 34 million), as follows:

According to EFOR (Expert Forum), AUR is the only political party that registered big discrepancies between the amounts declared by the Agency and the sums declared by the party: “It was to be mentioned that according to the income and expenses report published on 15.12.2020, AUR declared 1,474,616.53 lei [approx. 303 000 EUR]. Although minor differences exist in the case of other parties as well, AUR is the only party where such a significant difference existed between the two sources”.

These resources had been used extensively to buy advertising space on major television networks. Starting at EUR 1,500 for a 30-second prime-time video placement (evenings after 6pm) and reaching 1-hour electoral shows that produced up to EUR 100,000 for the hosts, the televised election campaign cost candidates more than the posts on social media platforms. The topics most often addressed by parliamentary candidates were those related to the management of the health crisis, the state of the health and education systems, the development of infrastructure or the lack thereof and the corruption of members of rival parties. Political debates were almost entirely absent, except during the last week of the campaign, when major television stations held debates between members of the main political parties.

### Financial Spend by Party

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Party</th>
<th>Amount (leu)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PNL</td>
<td>48,812,108.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSD</td>
<td>47,993,815.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRO România</td>
<td>29,566,831.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMP</td>
<td>19,782,891.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USR PLUS</td>
<td>17,164,259.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDMR</td>
<td>2,962,444.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUR</td>
<td>85,100,00.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CHAPTER 3:** Parliamentary elections and the shock of right-wing extremism

https://www.roaep.ro/prezentare/comunicat-de-presa/comunicat-de-presa-pnlp-psd-sus-romania-pro-pmp-auro/presedintia-comisiei-de-parlamentare-pentru-studiu-culturii-politice/


https://www.g4media.ro/alegeri-parlamentare
If televisions took the lion’s (RON) share during the campaign, Facebook also attracted some of the funds. How much did the big parties spend on Facebook advertising between September and December 2020?

From the end of September to the end of December, amounts between EUR 5,500 (PMP) and EUR 155,000 (USR-PLUS) were spent on electoral advertising on Facebook. They are much smaller spendings than the budgets required by television networks, but with a potentially bigger impact. The trend stays the same in this environment too, with the big parties investing more than the smaller parties, although we do see a USR-PLUS more invested in online promotion than its rivals.

SOURCE: Facebook Ad Library, data obtained on December 30th, 2020

A study coordinated and published by the Association for Technology and the Internet (ApTI) concluded, in regard to the electoral advertising on Facebook during the parliamentary election campaign, that “parties such as PSD, USR-PLUS and AUR resorted to paid promotion of posts that denigrated other parties or to the promotion of sensitive messages and topics during this period, which aroused, on the one hand, feelings of sympathy for the party and its candidates, and on the other hand, resentment towards the current Government, the situation caused by the COVID-19 pandemic or the evolution of Romania post-Revolution.”

But the election results were not proportional to the amounts spent, and the surprising result of AUR in the election showed that. The final results placed PSD in first place (28.90% for the Chamber of Deputies and 29.32% in the Senate), PNL in second place (25.19% for the Chamber of Deputies and 25.58% in the Senate), the USR-PLUS Alliance on the third place (15.37% for the Chamber of Deputies and 15.86% in the Senate). AUR, the party that had by far the lowest electoral expenses of all the parties that entered the Parliament, ranked fourth, obtaining a percentage of 9% of the total votes cast. The turnout was 33.24%, the lowest in 30 years of post-communist electoral democracy.

The illiberal discourse during the election campaign for the parliamentary elections was dominated by nationalism with an emphasis on anti-Hungarian sentiments, religious discourse directed against the protection measures and attempts to restrict fundamental rights such as the right to information. This is the illiberal discourse on the surface. Compared to previous periods analyzed by this report - the state of emergency and the electoral campaign for the local administration - the period of the parliamentary elections seemed a moment of respiro. But on social media platforms, especially on Facebook and at rallies organized by AUR, the most virulent illiberal themes were intensely promoted.
NATIONALIST THEMES: ROMANIAN VEGETABLES AND NATIONAL SOVEREIGNTY

The nationalist themes that stood out during the parliamentary elections revolved around a discursive nucleus related to national sovereignty, or, more precisely, to its vulnerability.

1. The Romanian manufacturer under siege

The security measures imposed by the government in early November included the halting of commercial activity in the closed spaces of the agro-food markets. A decision coming during the biggest sales season of the autumn harvest, as a consequence of the significant increase in the number of daily SARS-CoV-2 infections, the measure to close producer markets but to allow supermarkets to function has created a wave of protests and condemnation from the population. In the mainstream media, the theme of the small Romanian producer left unprotected against international interests was exploited by PSD and, occasionally, PMP, the opposition parties that had access to these specific communication channels.

Lucian Roamașcanu, on closing the farmers’ markets: “That is the place of the farmers. I’m starting to think it’s programmatic.”

The party that had marched on very explicit anti-globalization issues, such as the vulnerability of the small Romanian producer in front of foreign multinationals and the uprooting of the Romanian peasant and the forcing to “coerced labor” abroad, was AUR (far-right). These issues are related to the reality of a market economy that sees the concentration of economic power in the hands of the yet fewer, but continuously expanding economic agents, as well as to the precarity of a society that has suffered from massive migration in the last 30 years. But alongside these references to exploitation, comes a suggestive “solution”: the unification of all Romanians, the “establishment of a Romanian movement,” the fight against foreigners inside and outside of the country. The video “Don’t close down the farmers’ markets” had 1.2 million views, and “The drama of a woman selling in the farmers’ market in Călărași” had 1.4 million views.

1.1. The Romanian manufacturer under siege

PSD President Marcel Ciolacu accused the government of favoring international supermarket chains to the detriment of the Romanian producer, Lucian Roamașcanu, PSD spokesman, suggested that the closing down of markets was done intentionally to protect international interests, and PMP leader Eugen Tomac asked for the protection of the Romanian apple, (to be read as the Romanian agriculture sector) without alluding to external interests to justify his statements. Protecting small local producers is a topic that can have different connotations on a discursive level: from the protection of the environment or vulnerable classes, to arguments related to the taste or quality of food. What brings this issue into the sphere of nationalism is the inclusion of nuances such as the foreign danger and the primacy of the producer’s nationality in justifying their protection.

Lucian Roamașcanu, on closing the farmers’ markets: “That is the place of the farmers. I’m starting to think it’s programmatic.”

SOURCE: Facebook

George Simion

The caption in the video, making reference to the alleged words of a Romanian medieval prince who briefly “united” the three Romanian territories of Moldova, Valahia and Transylvania, saying “the want I wanted most was a great Romania, a proud Romania”:

On December 30th, 2020

On December 30th, 2020

On December 30th, 2020
1.2. The anti-Hungarian discourse

During the parliamentary elections, the role of “enemies from within” was taken over by those in political power. If during the state of emergency the Roma were the dangerous alienogenic element, now the Hungarians become a danger to the country. The Hungarians were, for a short moment, the target of President Iohannis’ political attacks in the spring of 2020, when, along with PSD, UDMR members were accused of trying to steal a region of the country. In the parliamentary campaign, Hungarians became the target of PLN and AUR leaders.

From the ruling parties, Rareș Bogdan, PNL vice-president, suggests to UDMR leaders to read the Romanian Constitution every morning, implying a veiled accusation that the party has secessionist tendencies. After the elections, when the alliance with UDMR was formed, he tempered his tone and appealed to European values that stand against ethnic conflict. The Liberals, in turn, were accused by Mihai Tudose, former prime-minister, member of the European Parliament and PSD vice-president, of supporting a European initiative that expands the rights of ethnic minorities in the EU, the Minority Safe Pack, and which would give the Székely the opportunity to demand a form of autonomy in Romania. PSD has been, for the last 30 years, in various formulas of government, supported by the UDMR. The anti-Hungarian nationalist discourse is easy to identify in the public discourse in Romania because it appeals to the well-known themes of the danger of stealing, annexing, seceding Transylvania from Romania.

AUR is a declared unionist (in relation to the Republic of Moldova) and nationalist party, which often uses anti-Hungarian rhetoric in public discourse. During the electoral campaign, the president of AUR, George Simion, even went to Sfântu Gheorghe, Covasna County (a county with Hungarian majority, part of the region called Székely Land), to lay flowers at the monument of Romanian soldiers who fought in the First World War. In various forums, including the European Parliament, he complained about the behaviour of Hungarians towards Transylvania from Romania.

The Union of Transylvania with the Kingdom of Romania was proclaimed on December 1st 1918 in Alba Iulia. 1.3. Undermining protection measures: Pilgrimages

The Romanian state’s relationship with the Orthodox Church during the health crisis was a difficult one. Especially with certain archbishops who suffered significant material losses, once the religious manifestations during the major holidays and the annual pilgrimages were banned. The state and the church cooperated when the police allowed the Orthodox Easter light distribution ritual, despite the high epidemiological risk of distributing candles from house to house, or when pilgrimages were partially allowed for those who were residents in the locality where the event was held. But some church officials protested the restrictions, blatanty violated them and publicly urged non-compliance. Unlike the Roma communities, which had been surrounded by armored vehicles in the spring of the same year, pilgrims and religious leaders of the church did not suffer major consequences. The discourse regarding the pilgrims did not reach the same level of hatred directed against the Roma earlier in 2020, and if a classist rhetoric was present in the public sphere, it rarely came from public figures.

The most notorious conflicts between the state and the church took place in October on the occasion of the pilgrimages of St. Parascheva in Iasi and St. Dumitru in Bucharest, and in November on the occasion of the Feast of St. Andrew. All these religious events were allowed to take place less than two months before the parliamentary elections.

In April 2020, a bill compelling the autonomy of the Székely Land passed the Chamber of Deputies, in which the Parliament did not meet during the state of emergency, and the law was approved by default. President Iohannis made a public statement accusing PSD of conspiring with UDMR to take advantage of the health crisis in order to “give Transylvania to the Hungarians by using the pretext of the state of emergency.”

In November on the occasion of the pilgrimages of St. Parascheva in Iasi and St. Dumitru in Bucharest, and in November on the occasion of the Feast of St. Andrew. All these religious events were allowed to take place less than two months before the parliamentary elections. 108 In April 2020, a bill compelling the autonomy of the Székely Land passed the Chamber of Deputies, in which the Parliament did not meet during the state of emergency, and the law was approved by default. President Iohannis made a public statement accusing PSD of conspiring with UDMR to take advantage of the health crisis in order to “give Transylvania to the Hungarians by using the pretext of the state of emergency.”

The attacks on the Hungarian ethnic group and the public conflict with their political representatives intensified immediately after the elections, when AUR also proposed a ban on parties that were formed on ethnic grounds, such as the UDMR. The bill was rejected by the Senate: https://stirileprotv.ro/stiri/politic/o-noua-sedinta-la-cotroceni-discutii-despre-masurile-care-se-vor-aplica-dupa-15-mai.html

UDMR to take advantage of the health crisis in order to “give Transylvania to the Hungarians”, mocking the accent of Hungarian ethnics and their language. The bill was rejected by the Senate: https://www.hotnews.ro/stiri-esential-24320039-ministerul-interne-sanctionat-cncd-dupa-acordul-incheiat-doar-bor-perioada-pastelui.htm

The Union of Transylvania with the Kingdom of Romania was proclaimed on December 1st 1918 in Alba Iulia. 1.3. Undermining protection measures: Pilgrimages

In November on the occasion of the pilgrimages of St. Parascheva in Iasi and St. Dumitru in Bucharest, and in November on the occasion of the Feast of St. Andrew. All these religious events were allowed to take place less than two months before the parliamentary elections.
1.4. The Christian vote

The conflict between the government and the church also had electoral implications. With the start of the campaign, the Archdiocese of Suceava urged believers, in an official statement, to vote for political parties that explicitly support Christian values, that are against abortions and research on human embryos, that are for the traditional family formed of man and a woman, along with encouragement for promoting the local economy and environmental protection. The press release was posted 88 times on Facebook (public posts) with a cumulative audience of over 1 million users and had over 324 public interactions. It was distributed on Facebook by pages affiliated to AUR and PMP, the two political formations closest to the conservative values of the Church. There are also factions in PSD that are very conservative, and the religious discourse has strong support, especially since the years when former leader Liviu Dragnea came to the head of the party. The referendum for the family was a PSD project with support from all political parties, except USR. The National Liberal Party, theoretically a supporter of liberal values, supported the referendum, revising the Romanian Constitution with a restrictive definition of marriage „between a man and a woman.” The referendum that took place on October 6th and 7th, 2018 was not validated due to the turnout of less than 30% of the total number of voters, the threshold needed to validate the results. The conservative religious discourse is, therefore, very present in the political discourse in Romania, but AUR is the most explicitly anti-abortion. Themes already known in neo-conservative politics in the United States, Poland, Hungary, anti-abortion and traditional heterosexual pro-family policies are always accompanied by hatred or intolerance towards sexual minorities. As AUR’s program says:

“Our alliance openly opposes any form of contemporary Marxism. Currents of political correctness, gender ideology, egalitarianism or multiculturalism are camouflaged forms of the neo-Marxist plague. No dialogue can be linked to those who, under the false pretend of combating discrimination, end up destroying the hierarchies and values that centuries of tradition have raised with patience and love.”

Neo-Marxism, sometimes Sexo-marxism, or simply Marxism, are terms or accusations used against those who promote gender equality, sexual minority rights, internationalism and other values considered “non-traditional.”

Source: Crowdtangle
https://www.partidulaur.ro/program_aur
2. RESTRICTIONS ON SOME FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS:  
THE RIGHT TO INFORMATION

The most alarming trend observed in the autumn of 2020 was the attempt to limit the right to information through three different legislative initiatives by three different actors. Without coordination, representatives of PNL, PSD, USR-PLUS, as well as members of the Executive supported legislative and normative changes that would have limited access to information for citizens and for the press. As the CIJ informed in an open letter\textsuperscript{137}, signed by four other civil society organizations, the three initiatives aimed to:

1. Introduce an Amendment of Law 544 of 2001, by redefining the information of public interest and restricting it to “administrative acts of a normative nature regarding the general public interest”; restricting the number of pages that can be released upon request, the obligation to submit the request in person and the introduction of a fee for processing, multiplying, anonymizing, scanning and searching for information. The initiator of the amendment was the PSD deputy Eliza-Mădălina Peța-Ștefănescu, supported by PSD and PNL deputies.

2. Introduce Law 529 of 2020, which would have allowed “the communication of data in open and automatically processable electronic formats and the establishment of an electronic public register containing all requests received and all answers to them”, but which would have annulled an article of the current law with allowed the submission of requests in electronic format. In this case, the restriction of access to information came as an oversight due to the negligence of the initiators, a group of USR and PSD parliamentarians.

3. Introduce a series of amendments to the implementing norms of Law 544 of 2001, which stipulated that public institutions would provide information of public interest “in the form in which they are identified and held by the public authority or institution”, which would have excluded any processing of data in the form of tables, statistics, etc. The initiator in this case was the Government of Romania.

The first initiative lost its support after the publication of the petition initiated by the CIJ and its dissemination in the press, and the second initiative was modified to allow online applications. The Government decree was published for public consultations, the deadline of which expired in September 2020.

Although these initiatives were stopped or changed in time, the fact that the right to information was targeted by members of the three strongest parties in Romania at this time, during a crisis of immense proportions and in an electoral year, shows us that there is a concern for access to information among the Romanian politicians, which is not always a reasonable or opportune concern. The vigilance of members of the civil society, the media and the public is necessary to preserve the integrity of fundamental rights.

\textsuperscript{137} https://cji.ro/politicieni-de-toate-orientarile-se-inversuneaza-impotriva-accesului-la-informatii/
Conclusions: The press and illiberal discourse

From deeply anti-Roma or anti-Hungarian sentiments to homo- and transphobia, hate speech is habitual in the Romanian public space, and in the exceptional conditions of 2020, during the states of emergency or alert, it was a major integral part of the illiberal discourse. We recall here the definition of illiberal discourse used in this report: a neo-conservative ideology, which emphasizes patriotism, religion, traditional values, often with tendencies of ethnocentrism, racism and homophobia. We have added authoritarianism and classism to these elements, because those who adhere to these illiberal values often support a strong police state and a weak social state. It is a discourse that is already internalized and, very often, even declared publicly, both by politicians and by the audience. One of the very visible consequences of this internalization is the discreditation of gender, race or ethnic minorities in the electoral race. If in the first part of the year, when the new coronavirus spread panic among the population, the scapegoats were Roma and Romanian workers returning from abroad, during the election campaigns LGBTQ minorities and Hungarians became the preferred target of the illiberal attacks. Nationalism gained momentum during the campaign for the parliamentary elections, and with the popularization of AUR’s ideology, we also witnessed a promotion of unionism and isolationism.

AUR’s ascent shocked observers of the Romanian political life. For those who only watched the mainstream press and the flow of money, their electoral success was hard to predict. Although it is a cluster for the spread of illiberal discourse, AUR drew attention to it only when it became impossible to ignore. But the illiberal discourse promoted by factions like AUR is not a novelty in the Romanian public space. Politicians, media personalities, journalists, stars and athletes are always quoted in the mainstream press spreading this type of speech. Often, simply quoting or spreading messages in public is enough to legitimize that discourse. Ignoring the existence and spread of this discourse can have consequences on the state of democracy in Romania, as seen in the case of the mainstream press having ignored AUR. Given that mass communication is less and less centralized, in the sense that the transmission of the message is decentralized, because more and more producers have free access to mass media through social media platforms, the traditional press loses some of its power in the public space.

But the responsibility to present balanced messages remains and is even more vital now. Giving voice to individuals from diverse groups can create a more complex picture of reality. Diversifying sources of information is another way to ensure a complex presentation of reality. Unfortunately, the press participates in the spread of this hate speech, sometimes through the inability or refusal to frame it in a critical and educational dimension, other times, probably, out of a desire for impartiality.

What remains certain is that the crisis showed more than ever the need for a well-prepared press that deciphers public discourse, politicians’ intentions and social tensions. At a time when disorientation and insecurity rule society, the press needs to step in against discursive abuse in order to combat the way in which it gives rise to discriminatory institutional and interpersonal behaviors.
Conclusion: Recommendations

Hate speech, illiberal and discriminatory speech obviously affect the democratic balance in Romania. In order to combat them and limit their effects, coordinated measures are needed to address a whole range of actors in society.

Media recommendations

- **Diversifying topics and points of view in news and information programs** is essential to provide a fair representation of minority or disadvantaged groups in society. These groups have the right to be represented in the media and to not be defined by the majority / dominant groups. Racism, classism, sexism, homophobia and hatred of minorities find their way into the media if their promoters are not confronted with an editorial approach that sincerely supports the human rights agenda and fulfills the public mandate entrusted to the media. These trends must be urgently counteracted within the profession.

- **Diversifying sources** by including the voices of groups who are voided of power or appropriate representation: the voices of workers, retired people, Roma, women, people with disabilities, sexual minorities and others must be included in all coverage dealing with issues that affect them.

- **Diversification of human resources in newsrooms** by including ethnic, racial, gender minorities, people with disabilities among journalists and editors. Non-discriminatory and inclusive employment practices are essential to achieve this result. This measure does not have to be a symbolic one. Newsrooms can take active measures to encourage applications and recruitment within these categories. People who have a different life experience and perspective than most are essential to ensure the plurality of voices in any newsroom and to present the simultaneous realities of our society.

- Sincere and consistent implementation of professional codes in newsrooms, which sanction racist, discriminatory and hate speech. Although hate speech and violence are regulated by the Civil Code and the Criminal Code, an internal culture in newsrooms and a code of ethics that discourages this type of discourse are needed. Punitive measures are not enough and do not change values. The role of publishers and decision-makers in this regard is crucial.

- Emphasizing and updating, within the ethics and deontology courses in journalism faculties, the modules that deal with the problems of intolerant, discriminatory, illiberal discourses, etc. in a fair balance with the protection of the right to freedom of expression.

- Creating guidelines for recognizing the elements of illiberal discourse, organizing courses or workshops for journalists where they are introduced to positive practices of documentation and responsible coverage of illiberal topics in the press.

Recommendations for civil society

- Monitoring illiberal discourse done by civil society organizations, as a current practice, not only as singular projects. Such reports could serve as benchmarks for the press, but also as a resource or inventory of positive and negative practices.

- Consistent use, whenever necessary, of reporting and advocacy tools by relevant institutions, to highlight, investigate and sanction flagrant cases of hate speech or discrimination.

- Initiating strategic litigation in cases of hate speech or discrimination, to create consistent jurisprudence in the field.
Conclusion: Recommendations

Recommendations for the political class

- **Public denial and sanction**, firmly and promptly, of any racist, sexist, homophobic or other forms of illiberal discourse, especially those committed by its own members. As a rule, the higher the rank in the party of the offender, the faster and more vigorous the reaction of the party should be.

- Opening **internal debates** that address the issue of illiberal values within each political party, organizing courses or workshops that discuss the importance of fundamental rights, respect for all minorities and democratic principles.

- **Training future party members** through the youth chapters, in the spirit of respect for human rights, transparency and inclusion.

- Including in the party programs **specific provisions to effectively combat hate speech or discrimination**, avoiding nationalism and incitement to hatred.

Recommendations for authorities

- **Development of comprehensive media education programs**, essential at all levels of society. The introduction of media education in formal education is a necessary first step in this direction, but it is certainly not the only necessary one.

- **Rapid and effective sanctioning** by the National Audiovisual Council (CNA) and the National Council for Combating Discrimination (CNCD) of speech that incites hatred and discrimination, in its manifestations provided by law, with respect for the forms covered by freedom of expression, even whether they bother, offend or are not favorably received by society.

  - **Training of law enforcement agencies**, starting with the community police, the gendarmerie, the Ministry of Interior, to distinguish between hate speech and other types of speech. The importance of the right to expression must be communicated practically through workshops and discussions with law enforcement experts and by creating a culture of acceptance and openness among these institutions.

  - **Facilitating access to a collection of resources** - documents, experts, case studies, legislation, case law - for all those interested in eliminating illiberal discourse, studying it and its effects on societies and developing effective practices to increase public resilience to this type of speech.
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